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a b s t r a c t
This paper considers the minimum connection problem in networks with uncertain data.
In such a network it is assumed that one can establish a link e by paying a cost ce in a
given interval [c−e , c+e ]while taking a risk (c+e − ce)/(c+e − c−e ) of link failure. We develop
polynomial time algorithms forminimum cost network connectionwith paths or spanning
trees under risk-sum constraints.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Interval data was originally used in robust optimization to model the uncertainty about the cost of a network link which
can take any value in the interval [2,8].Many easy combinatorial optimization problems, such as shortest path andminimum
spanning tree problems, turn out to be NP-hard under the minimax regret criterion in robust optimization [1,3,11]. In
contrast to this intractability, recent work [5,6] has established the polynomial-time solvability of risk-sum minimization
under budget constraint for network connection associated with the interval data. The purpose of this paper is to verify
complementary results for the dual problem — finding the minimum cost path or spanning tree whose risk-sum does not
exceed a prespecified number.
Our study is inspired by diverse real-world applications. Typical scenarios arisewhen nodes in a communication network
wish to communicate with each other (one another). The communication between a pair of nodes (among all nodes) is
usually realized by establishing network links to form a path (spanning tree) in the network. The cost ce of establishing
link e can be any real value in the given interval [c−e , c+e ]. The higher the cost/payment ce, the better the link e established,
and the lower the risk (c+e − ce)/(c+e − c−e ) of link failure at e. In particular, when paying the lowest possible ce = c−e , the
established e, due to its poor quality, is prone to malfunction constantly, and suffers from a full risk of link failure; when
paying high enough ce = c+e , the established e keeps functioning properly for a long period of time, and runs no risk of
link failure. In practice, cost efficiency and network performance put us in a dilemma: on the one hand, low total payment
is desirable; on the other hand, low payments for link establishments imply high risks of failures: the more links fail, the
longer it takes to repair them, and the worse the network performs. One way to get round the difficulty is the constraint
minimization approach. When the total cost that can be paid is budgeted, the models and algorithms in [5,6] apply and find
the best network connection the budget affords.When some standard of quality is compulsory for network connection to be
established, the risk-summust be limited. Despite the real need of decision makers who seek for minimum cost connection
under a risk-sum constraint in repeated applications, previous models do not address the problem properly. In this paper,
we develop models and efficient algorithms to provide optimal solutions for this kind of risk-constraint decision maker.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, after model definitions, we prove solution structures of
the problems which are crucial for the algorithm design presented in Section 3. Then, we investigate solution behaviors and
make model comparisons in Section 4 through simulations. Finally, we conclude in Section 5 with a summary and direction
of future research.
2. Mathematical models
Wemodel the underlying network as a graphG = (V , E), directed or undirected,with vertex set V = V (G) of size n = |V |
and edge set E = E(G) of sizem = |E|, where each vertex (resp. edge) corresponds to a network node (resp. link). Each edge
e ∈ E is associated with an interval [c−e , c+e ] indicating the lower bound c−e and upper bound c+e of the allowable cost ce of e.
The risk of link failure of e decreases linearly from 1 to 0 as ce grows from c−e to c+e . Specifically, risk r(ce) is associated with
the cost ce of e by way of
r(ce) ≡ c
+
e − ce
c+e − c−e .
For ease of description, we assume that c−e , c+e are nonnegative integers and c−e < c+e , for all e ∈ E. (These assumptions
can be eliminated by standard techniques: multiplying all data uniformly by an appropriate positive integer and adopting
notational convention 0/0 = 0; see Section 4 of [5] for details.) Thus we consider c− = (c−e : e ∈ E) and c+ = (c+e : e ∈ E)
as integral vectors in ZE+. The network connection is to be established by a spanning tree in the undirected graph G or a
(directed) path in the directed graph G from given source s ∈ V to destination t ∈ V − {s} (called an s–t path). Depending
on the connection types, we study spanning tree (resp. path) problems, seeking for a good balance between cost and risk;
correspondingly, we useΦ to denote the set of spanning trees (resp. s–t paths) in G. A solution of the problems constitutes
a pair (x, cx) of a member x in Φ and a cost allocation cx = (ce : e ∈ E(x)) on E(x). The solution (x, cx) incurs a total cost
c(x, cx) and a total risk r(x, cx) given by
c(x, cx) ≡
−
e∈E(x)
ce and r(x, cx) ≡
−
e∈E(x)
r(ce) =
−
e∈E(x)
c+e − ce
c+e − c−e .
Minimizing the total risk under cost constraint . Given the real constant C indicating the budget available, the minimum
risk sum (MRS) problem is to find an optimal solution (x, cx) of the program:
(MRS) min r(x, cx)
s.t. c(x, cx) ≤ C;
x ∈ Φ; ce ∈

c−e , c
+
e

, ∀ e ∈ E(x).
This is the common formulation of the minimum risk shortest path (MRSP) problem [5] and the minimum risk spanning tree
(MRST) problem [6], whose optimal solutions enjoy the following property.
Lemma 2.1 ([5,6]). For any instance (G, c−, c+;C)MR of the MRS problem, there exists an optimal solution (x∗, c∗x∗) in which
x∗ ∈ Φ has an edge f ∈ E(x∗) such that c∗f ∈ [c−f , c+f ], and c∗e ∈ {c−e , c+e } for all e ∈ E(x∗)− {f }. 
Minimizing the total cost under risk constraint . Interchanging the (risk) objective and the (cost) constraint in the MRS
problem, the dual setting stresses that no network connection with total risk higher than a given constant R is acceptable.
Swapping the roles of r(x, cx) and c(x, cx) in (MRS), the minimum cost path problem with risk constraint (MCPRC) and
the minimum cost spanning tree problem with risk constraint (MCTRC), collectively called the MCRC problem, is to find the
minimum cost network connection as follows:
(MCRC) min c(x, cx)
s.t. r(x, cx) ≤ R;
x ∈ Φ; ce ∈

c−e , c
+
e

, ∀ e ∈ E(x).
Nextwe showaproperty for the optimal solution to theMCRCproblem,which is the same as that in Lemma2.1. The property
ensures that all edges e on an optimal path or spanning tree, with at most one exception, are established at cost ce which is
either the lower bound c−e or the upper bound c+e .
Lemma 2.2. For any instance (G, c−, c+;R)MC of the MCRC problem, there exists an optimal solution (x∗, c∗x∗) to the MCRC
problem in which x∗ has an edge f ∈ E(x∗) such that c∗f ∈ [c−f , c+f ], and c∗e ∈ {c−e , c+e } for all e ∈ E(x∗)− {f }.
Proof. Denote by C the optimal objective value (minimum cost) of the MCRC instance (G, c−, c+;R)MC with risk bound R.
Then any optimal solution,written as (x′, c ′x′), to (G, c
−, c+;R)MC is a (feasible) solution to theMRS instance (G, c−, c+;C)MR
with cost bound C. Note that Lemma 2.1 provides an optimal solution (x∗, c∗x∗) to (G, c
−, c+;C)MR such that x∗ has an
edge f ∈ E(x∗) satisfying c∗f ∈ [c−f , c+f ], and c∗e ∈ {c−e , c+e } for all e ∈ E(x∗) − {f }. From the optimality of (x∗, c∗x∗) for
(G, c−, c+;C)MR and the feasibility of (x′, c ′x′) for both (G, c−, c+;C)MR and (G, c−, c+;R)MC , it follows that r(x∗, c∗x∗) ≤
r(x′, c ′x′) ≤ R, saying that (x∗, c∗x∗) is a solution to (G, c−, c+;R)MC . Now the feasibility of (x∗, c∗x∗) for (G, c−, c+;C)MR
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gives c(x∗, c∗x∗) ≤ C, which implies that (x∗, c∗x∗) is an optimal solution to the MCRC problem instance (G, c−, c+;R)MC , as
desired. 
The optimal solutions guaranteed by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 will be referred as to simple optimal solutions to the
corresponding problems.
3. Polynomial-time algorithms
It has been known that the MRS problem is solvable in strongly polynomial time by Algorithms Alg Mrsp and Alg Mrst,
as the following theorem specifies.
Theorem 3.1 ([5,6]). (i) Algorithm Alg Mrsp solves exactly the MRSP problem in O(mn3) time. (ii) Algorithm Alg Mrst solves
exactly the MRST problem in O(m2 logm log n(m+ n log n)) time.
Algorithm Alg Mrsp (resp. Alg Mrst) makes use of the property stated in Lemma 2.1 to transfer the MRSP (resp. MRST)
problem to a number of special cases of the constrained shortest path (resp. constrained minimum spanning tree) problem,
then solves the latter exactly by the classical algorithm which runs on these special cases in polynomial time, and finally
picks the best from the outcomes [5,6]. Let Alg Mrsp and Alg Mrst be collectively denoted by Alg Mrs that solves the MRS
problem with running time T. Hence T stands for O(mn3) or O(m2 logm log n(m + n log n)) when the algorithm runs on a
graph with n vertices andm edges, and produces an optimal s–d path or an optimal spanning tree.
In the rest of this section, we work on an MCRC instance (G, c−, c+;R)MC with given risk-sum bound R. The idea behind
our algorithm employs the existence of a simple optimal solution (x∗, c∗x∗) to (G, c
−, c+;R)MC as Lemma 2.2 guarantees.
(1) If R = 0, we are reduced to the classical shortest path problem or minimum spanning tree problem.
(2) Thus we consider R > 0. From Lemma 2.2, we deduce that there exists an edge f ∈ E(x∗) such that c(x∗, c∗x∗)− c∗f is an
integer, which we denote by C.
- Determination of value C is accomplished by a binary search described in (5) later.
- Determining which edge is the f is accomplished by trying on every edge of G.
Moreover, R > 0 enables us to assume
c+f −c∗f
c+f −c−f
= R− ⌈R− 1⌉ ∈ (0, 1], where c∗f = c−f if and only if R > 0 is an integer.
(3) The case of E(x∗) = {f } is easy because such an optimal solution can be found by simply testing m edges of G one by
one.
(4) So we assume |E(x∗)| ≥ 2 and investigate a ‘‘smaller’’ problem produced by contracting the edge f . To be more specific,
let Gf (resp. xf ) be obtained from G (resp. x∗) by contracting f , where the contraction removes f from the graph, and
identify both ends of f . Let c fxf be the restriction of the vector c
∗
x∗ on E(x
∗) to E(x∗) − {f }, and let (c+)f , (c−)f be the
restrictions of c+, c− to E − {f }, respectively. Then (xf , c fxf )with cost c(xf , c fxf ) = C is a solution to the MRS instance on
(Gf , (c−)f , (c+)f ;C)MR. Since that the solution takes risk r(xf , cxf ) = ⌈R−1⌉ (recalling c
+
f −c∗f
c+f −c−f
= R−⌈R−1⌉), the optimal
solution (x′, c ′x′) to (G
f , (c−)f , (c+)f ;C)MR, produced by Alg Mrs in time T, takes risk r(x′, c ′x′) ≤ r(xf , c fxf ) = ⌈R − 1⌉.
Let xo ∈ Φ be the s–t path or the spanning tree in G satisfying E(xo) ⊆ E(x′) ∪ {f }, and let the vector coxo on E(xo)
be the extension of c ′x′ by c
o
f := c+f − (R − ⌈R − 1⌉)(c+f − c−f ), which equals c∗f , when E(xo) = E(x′) ∪ {f }, or by
nothing when E(xo) = E(x′). It follows that r(xo, coxo) ≤ r(x′, c ′x′)+ (R− ⌈R− 1⌉) ≤ ⌈R− 1⌉ + (R− ⌈R− 1⌉) = R and
c(xo, coxo) ≤ C+c∗f = c(x∗, c∗x∗), indicating that (xo, coxo) is an optimal solution to theMCRC instance on (G, c−, c+;R)MC .
(5) The unknown integer value of C can be determined by a binary search which works on an interval [CL,CR] containing
C all the time. Let U be the largest component of the vector c+ ∈ ZE+. Then C ≤ mU, which suggests the initial setting
of [CL,CR] as [0,mU]. The search makes a guess C′ := ⌈ CL+CR2 ⌉ ∈ (CL, CR] of C. If Alg Mrs finds in time T that the MRS
instance on (Gf , (c−)f , (c+)f ,C′)MR has its optimal objective value (minimum risk sum) smaller than or equal to ⌈R−1⌉,
then C belongs to I = [CL,C′], else C belongs to I = [C′,CR]. In either case the search takes I as an update of [CL,CR], and
repeats the process until CR − CL = 1. So the binary search finishes in O(log(mU)) · T+ O(size(R)) time, where size(R)
is the input size of the rational number R, and the O(size(R)) time is required for rounding R− 1 to ⌈R− 1⌉.
For convenience, let us call the members (s–t paths or spanning trees) of Φ connections. For e ∈ E, the graph obtained
from G by contracting e is denoted by G/e. For F ⊆ E and real vector a on E, the restriction of a to F is written as a|F . When
F spans a connection inΦ , we simply write F ∈ Φ . In other words, we view a connection as its edge set, and vice versa. The
following pseudo-code specifies our algorithm for the MCRC problem.
ALGORITHM. Minimum cost connection with risk constraint (ALG_MCRC)
Input: graph G = (V , E), vectors c−, c+ ∈ ZE+, and risk-sum bound R.
Output: an optimal solution (x, cx) to the MCRC problem on (G, c−, c+;R)MC .
1. if R = 0 then x← a minimum cost connection w.r.t. cost c+,
cx ← c+|E(x); Go to Step 25
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2. Sol ← ∅ // Sol shall hold feasible solutions of (G, c−, c+;R)MC
3. for every f ∈ E with {f } ∈ Φ do
4. cf ← max{c−f , c+f − R(c+f − c−f )}
// cf is set to the smallest number in [c−f , c+f ] satisfying
c+f −cf
c+f −c−f
≤R
5. Sol ← Sol ∪ {({f }, (cf ))}
6. end-for
7. for every f ∈ E with {f } ∉ Φ do
8. Gf ← G/f , (c+)f ← c−|E−{f }, (c+)f ← c+|E−{f }
9. CL ← 0, CR ← mU
10. repeat
11. C′ ← ⌈ CL+CR2 ⌉
12. Apply Alg Mrs to find an optimal solution (x′, c ′x′) to
(Gf , (c−)f , (c+)f ;C′)MR
13. if r(x′, c ′x′) ≤ ⌈R− 1⌉ then CR ← C′ else CL ← C′
14. until CR − CL = 1
15. for every C′ ∈ {CL,CR} do
16. Apply Alg Mrs to find an optimal solution (x′, c ′x′) to
(Gf , (c−)f , (c+)f ;C′)MR
17. if r(x′, c ′x′) ≤ ⌈R− 1⌉
18. then xo ← the connection inΦ with E(xo) ⊆ E(x′) ∪ {f }
19. if f ∈ E(xo) then coxo |E(xo)−{f } ← c ′x′ ,
cof ← c+f − (R− ⌈R− 1⌉)(c+f − c−f )
20. else coxo ← c ′x′
21. Sol ← Sol ∪ {(xo, coxo)}
22. end-for
23. end-for
24. Take (x, cx) ∈ Solwith c(x, cx)minimum
25. Output (x, cx)
As explained in (1)–(5) of Algorithm Alg McRc, it solves the MCRC problem correctly in O(m log(mU)) · T + O(size(R))
time, where U = maxe∈E c+e . To see that the algorithm runs in polynomial time, we notice that the input size of the problem
instance is at leastm+ n+ logU+ size(R).
Theorem 3.2. AlgorithmAlg McRc produces an optimal solution to theMCRC problem in O(m log(mU)·T+size(R)) time, where
T = mn3 in the case of MCPRC, and T = m2 logm log n(m+ n log n) in the case of MCTRC. 
As far as undirected graphs are concerned, the algorithm Alg Mrs solves the MRSP problem on undirected graphs in
O(m2n) time [5]; thus the time complexity of algorithm Alg McRc for solving the MCPRC problem on undirected graphs is
O(m log(m3nU)+ size(R)).
4. Simulation
Our simulation study consists of twoparts: (1) investigation onoptimal solution behaviorswhen implementing algorithm
Alg McRc to solve randomly generated MCPRC and MCTRC instances; (2) comparison of MRSP and MCPRC models in terms
of running times experienced by the CPLEXMILP solver. The experimental results show the good applicability of our models
in practice.
Solving the MCRC problem exactly by ALG MCRC. We generated two random directed graphs G1 and G2 in a 1 × 1 square
area, composed of 25 nodes and 60 edges, and 25 nodes and 80 edges, respectively (see (a1) and (a2) of Fig. 1). The intervals
of the edge costs of G1 and G2 were also randomly generated. In simulating theMCPRC instances, points (0, 0) and (1, 1) were
set to be the source s and destination t , respectively, while in simulating theMCTRC instances, weworked on the undirected
version G′i of Gi, i = 1, 2 (see Fig. 2). The optimal s–t paths and spanning trees output by algorithm Alg McRc are depicted
in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, via bold dashed colored lines, fromwhich one can see how the optimal solutions change when
increasing the value of risk bound R. The smaller the value of R, the higher the cost of the solution. In one extreme case,
the dashed blue lines indicate solutions of zero risk and the highest cost C+ = minx∈Φ∑e∈E(x) c+e ; in the other extreme
case, the cheapest solutions indicated by dashed black lines incur the lowest cost C− = minx∈Φ∑e∈E(x) c−e . The latter case
coincides with the so-called nominal problem studied in [4], where full risk is taken on every link of the solutions.
Interestingly, in the MCPRC instances simulated, only for values in [0, 6] of R were different solutions produced, as
observed from (a2) and (b2) in Fig. 1. In both G1 and G2, the dashed black paths (see (b1) and (b2) of Fig. 1) are the shortest
s–t paths (in terms of the number of edges) with cost C−. Both paths contain exactly 6 edges, which implies that both paths
are optimal for all risk bounds at least 6, validating our experimental outcomes. Similar observations can be made on the
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Fig. 1.MCPRC on random directed graphs G1 (25 nodes, 60 edges) and G2 (25 nodes, 80 edges).
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Fig. 2.MCTRC on random undirected graphs G′1 (25 nodes, 60 edges) and G
′
2 (25 nodes, 80 edges).
MCTRC instances. Since both G′1 and G
′
2 have exactly 25 nodes, their spanning trees contains exactly 24 edges. Therefore, the
risk taken by any feasible solution cannot be greater than 24, no matter how big the risk bound is. In particular, the dashed
black spanning trees in Fig. 2 are optimal for all risk bounds R ≥ 24.
Moreover, as shown by the samples in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, it is possible to obtain different optimal solutions for different
values of risk bound R, providing the decision maker with flexible models addressing properly her/his level of aversion to
risk.
Comparing computational behaviors of MRSP and MCPRC . In practice, some decision makers might prefer to use a
standard commercial solver for solving a problem on a given instance, avoiding writing programs for the proposed non-
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Fig. 3.MRSP and MCPRC on R-Graphs and K-graphs: average running times versus number of arcs and number of nodes.
standard algorithms. Taking this into consideration, we reformulate the MRS and MCRC problems as the following mixed-
integer linear programs (MILPs):
(MRS) (MCRC)
min r(x, cx) = ∑
e∈E(x)
(1− ye)
s.t.
∑
e∈E(x)

c−e +(c+e −c−e )ye
 ≤ C;
x∈Φ; 0≤ye≤1,∀ e∈E(x).
&
min c(x, cx) = ∑
e∈E(x)

c−e +(c+e −c−e )ye

s.t.
∑
e∈E(x)
(1− ye) ≤ R;
x∈Φ; 0≤ye≤1,∀ e∈E(x).
Weconducted computational experiences using the ILOGCPLEX 11.0MILP Solver for a benchmark instances for theMRSP
and MCPRC problems considering two classes of directed graphs: Random graphs and Karasan graphs, whose characteristics
are described below. These classes of graphs have been used in the literature to study the shortest path problem under
interval data uncertainty (e.g., see [9,10]). We follow convention to call the edges in these directed graphs arcs.
Random Graphs (R-Graphs): The structure is specified by parameters n, δ, and h: the graph has n nodes, and δn(n − 1)
arcs; all arc cost intervals have their right limits at most h. The source s and destination t are randomly selected.
Karasan Graphs (K-Graphs): These are acyclic complete-layered graphs (see [7] for details). The structure is given by
parameters n, w, h and d; the graph has n nodes; the layer width is w; 0 < d < 1 represents a measure of the
cost deviation; the interval

c−e , c+e

is obtained by generating a random number he ∈ [1, h], then randomly selecting
c−e ∈ [(1− d) he, (1+ d) he] and finally picking some c+e ∈

c−e , (1+ d) he

. Node 0 in the first layer and node n − 1 in
the last layer are set to be source s and destination t , respectively.
The benchmarkwe generated includes graphswith 500 nodes and about 2500 arcs up to 15000 nodes and about 200000
arcs. Several instances were generated for each combination of node number and arc number. We computed the optimal
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Fig. 4. Sample behaviors of the running time versus different values of C in (MRSP) and R in (MCPRC).
solutions corresponding to different values of C and R. These experiments were run on a Intel Core 2 Duo 2.40 GHz CPUwith
2.00 GB memory.
The computational performances (in seconds) are reported in the counter plots in Fig. 3 for both the MRSP and MCPRC
instances on R-Graphs and K-Graphs, where the running time is the average of those for solving the corresponding instances.
It is worth noting that the solver was able to solve all instances in a reasonable time (less than 1800 s). In addition, it can
be observed from these counter plots that, in both types of graphs, the resolution time behaviors for both MRSP and MCPRC
models are very similar when considering their dependence on the number of arcs and nodes. Despite the similarity, we also
stress here the different objectives of the two models, which are specifically suitable for different kinds of decision maker
under either budget constraint or risk constraint.
For any fixed graph together with arc cost intervals, it is interesting to study the relation between the running time for
MRSP (resp. MCPRC) and the value of cost bound C (resp. risk bound R). Samples of these relations are presented in Fig. 4.
Although no clear pattern was found, it turned out that the solver generally solved the MCPRC instances very efficiently as
the classical shortest path problem when R takes sufficiently large values, i.e., when the problem reduces to the nominal
problem [4].
5. Conclusions
Complementary to previous work on risk-sum minimization under cost constraint [5,6], this paper addresses the real-
world desire of deterministic ‘‘risk’’ control for minimum cost network connection in network designs with interval data.
We contribute to this aspect by proposing the MCRC model for minimizing the costs of paths and spanning trees under
risk constraint, designing a polynomial-time algorithm to solve the MCRC problem exactly, and conducting computational
experiments to show the flexibility of the model for decision makers at different levels of aversion to risk, as well as
satisfactory performance of the standard CPLEX solver on our model. The theoretical and computational results show that
our model is nicely applicable to many practical scenarios.
Towiden the applicability of ourmodel, on the one hand, it would be interesting to takemore connection infrastructures,
in addition to paths and spanning trees, into account; on the other hand, consideration of the probability distributions of link
costs might bring about attractive versatility. It is assumed in our present work that the cost of a link may take any value in
a given interval with the same probability, which guarantees the polynomial-time solvability of the problems under study.
However, for some cases in practice, uniform probability may not be satisfied and/or it may not easy to determine such
an interval for each link; in those cases, one may need to minimize the expected costs/risks under the constraints on the
expected risks/costs. It is an interesting direction of future research to see if similar results can be obtained with a certain
assumption on the probability distribution of link costs.
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